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Common analysis steps in all RNA-seq experiments include quality control, read alignment, assigning reads to genes or transcripts, and estimating gene or transcript abundance. Choice of analysis tool and experimental strategy are critical in ensuring high quality data for analysis and visualization of the results. In this study we compare and assess new tools available for spliced alignment (STAR & HISAT), assembly (StringTie) and quantification (Ballgown, eXpress, Sailfish, Kallisto and Salmon) for RNA seq data using cyberinfrastructure (CI) services developed by iPlant collaborative project.

The CI unites high-end computing, large scale data storage and networking with user-interfaces that simplify creation, integration and sharing of software tools and workflows. Here we compare the established Tuxedo protocol for RNA seq analysis against the new tools and evaluate the performance of the workflows on the CI. Most of these new tools were benchmarked on human RNA seq datasets, we want to test the efficacy and robustness of these tools on the CI using RNA seq data from plants. The alignment and assembly tools were integrated in Discovery Environment platform that executes jobs in a Docker container while the quantification tools were integrated as a virtual image in Atmosphere cloud computing service within the CI. The results were visualized on a Biodalliance genome web browser for assessing quality of the annotation.
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